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ORDER – EXTRADITION INTERSTATE – SUBJECT TO BE REMANDED ON 
BAIL TO APPEAR IN ANOTHER STATE 

 
[MAGISTRATES/YOUTH] Select one COURT OF SOUTH AUSTRALIA  
SPECIAL STATUTORY JURISDICTION 

[FULL NAME] 
Applicant 

[FULL NAME] 
Respondent 

Introduction 

Hearing 

Hearing Location: [suburb] 
[Hearing date]  

[Presiding Officer] 

Appearances 

[Applicant Appearance Information] 
[Respondent/Youth Appearance Information] 

Remarks 

(a) The Respondent was brought before [name of Judicial Officer]. 

(b) A warrant has been issued for the apprehension of the Respondent by the [Court] in [State/Territory] and the    
Respondent is the person named in the warrant. 
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Order 

Date of Order: [date] 

Terms of Order 

It is ordered that: 
Orders in separately numbered paragraphs. 

1. The Respondent be granted bail subject to the conditions listed below and entering into a Bail Agreement 
containing those conditions.  

2. The Respondent next words displayed if guarantee box below is selected singular or plural according to number specified there [and the guarantor[s]] 
may enter into the Bail Agreement before any person listed in section 6(3) of the Bail Act 1985 or any delegate 
of any such person. 

3. if applicable The prosecution having indicated that it will seek a review of bail under section 16 of the Bail Act 1985, 
the release of the Respondent be deferred until the review is completed or a period of 72 hours from the date 
of this order or when a police officer or counsel on behalf of the Crown files with the Court a notice that the 
crown does not desire to proceed with the review, whichever occurs first. 

4. [other orders]. 

 

Bail Agreement 

Rules (Conditions) 

General  

 1.  I must travel to [State/Territory] and appear at the [Court] at [location] on [date] at [time] in the 
proceeding in that Court the subject of the primary warrant and obey the conditions of this Bail 
Agreement. 

 2.  I must appear, if and when I am required to surrender, to be conveyed to the extraditing country. 

  3.  I must pay to the Court $[amount] if I break any terms or conditions of this Bail Agreement. 

  4.  I must provide security by personally depositing cash with the Court in the amount of $[amount] to 
secure payment of a financial penalty as promised by me if I break any terms or conditions of this Bail 
Agreement.  

Firearms 

  5.  I must not possess a firearm (gun of any sort), ammunition or any part of a firearm. 

  6.  I must submit to such tests (including testing without notice) for gunshot residue as may be reasonably 
required by a member of the South Australian Police. 

  7.  I must hand in any firearm, ammunition or any part of a firearm owned or possessed by me as soon as 
I possibly can at the [location] Police Station.   

Monitoring 

  8.  Until I leave South Australia in accordance with condition 1, I: 

a. must wear an electronic transmitter and obey the Department [for Correctional Services/of 
Human Services] rules of electronic monitoring, including charging the transmitter daily, for the 
term of this Bail Agreement. 

b. must always be contactable by mobile telephone following words default selected if class 1 or class 2 offence or serious 

and organised crime suspect selected [that does not provide access to the internet]. I must give my contact 
details to my Supervising Officer so they can use it to get in touch with me at all times while 
electronically monitored. 
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c. must not do any water related sport or activity at any time unless this has been approved 
beforehand by my Supervising Officer. 

d. must answer straight away to any calls or text messages from the Department [for Correctional 
Services/of Human Services] on the mobile phone number I have given. 

Other Conditions 

  9.  [other conditions] 

  10.  I must give the Court a written guarantee from [name, address, date of birth], in terms acceptable to the 
Court, in the sum of $[amount] that they know me and they are confident that I will obey the conditions 
of this Bail Agreement  

  11.  I must give the Court a written guarantee from a person acceptable to the Court, in terms acceptable to 
the Court, in the sum of $[amount] that they know me and they are confident that I will obey the 
conditions of this Bail Agreement. 

  12.  I must obtain security from the Guarantor by depositing cash with the Court in the amount of $[amount] 
to secure payment of a financial penalty by the Guarantor as promised by the Guarantor if I break any 
terms or conditions of this Bail Agreement. 

 

Authentication 

………………………………………… 
Signature of Court Officer 
[title and name] 

 


